A new, T-shaped adaptor for easy, quick and efficient fat harvesting during liposuction.
Although there is a controversy about success and failure of autologous fat tissue transfers, it is a widely accepted method for soft tissue augmentation and is performed by many plastic surgeons as well as dermatologists all around the world. Its advantages are that it does not cause reactions, its absorption rates have been reduced by increased knowledge, experience, and techniques, it can yield good, long-term results, and there are now preservation techniques that allow reinjections when necessary. However, no single ideal technique has been determined. In this paper a new, simple, T-shaped adaptor for easy, quick, and efficient fat harvesting during liposuction is described. This study not only describes the clinical use of the adaptor, but also histologically examines its effects on fat cells under various vacuum pressures (-250 mmHg, -500 mmHg, -700 mmHg). The study shows that the cell structure of fat tissue harvested under medium power (with vacuum pressures of -250 mmHg and -500 mmHg) is not disrupted, while that of tissue harvested with a vacuum pressure of -700 mmHg was traumatized and occasional cell wall fragmentation occurred. In conclusion, it is shown that the T-shaped adaptor allows harvesting of the desired amount of fat tissue without causing trauma to fat cells when it is used with medium-power suction.